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SHO'IILS • ~lAG-LINES • CLAMSHILll • ClANlS • TlfNCHOlS • MAGNETS 

SHOVELS • DRAGLINES • CLAMSHElLS • CRANE$ 
TRENCHOES • MAGNETS 



UNIT 614 Turntable 
Heavily flanged and ribbed, the rotating 
frame is a ruggedly designed assembly, a 
combination of steel castings and welded 
structural steel. Cross members radiate 
from a heavy center casting which supports 
the vertical swing and traction shafts. 

UNIT 614 Hook-Rollers 
Conforming to the same construction standards as the 
larger capacity models, the UNIT 614 has newly im
proved hook-roller design. Twin hook-rollers are equal
ized and mounted on the front and rear of the rotating 
frame, and are quickly adjusted by means of eccentric pin. 
There are 4 upper-load rollers plus 4 hook-rollers. All 
rollers are conical shaped and made of drop-forged steel. 



Multiple Hinged Shoes 
Maintain their alignment and minimize wear 
of shoes, shoe-pins, and tumblers. Made of 
cast-steel, these husky 20" shoes mean greater 
operating stability, and prevent rocking. 

Crawler Frame 

Greater strength has been engi
neered into the crawler assembly. 
Crawler side-frames are a deeper 
and longer section, giving better 
support to the end bearings. Drive 
sprockets and rear tumblers are 
fastened to rear drive shafts by 
means of involute-splined fittings. 
Crawler rollers are wide-face, dou
ble flanged drop forgings. Roller 
shafts are held securely to side 
frames by cast end-brackets which 
also give protection to roller bush
ings, and prevent entrance of dirt 
or grit. 

Outboard Bearings 
Added outboard bearings maintain 
perfect and permanent alignment of 
drive tumbler shaft. This important 
feature lengthens the life of the driv
ing mechanism, protects against 
uneven wear of bearings, and shaft 
breakage. 

Swamp Cleats 
The UNIT 614 can be equipped 
with 36" channel cleats, making 
it possible to travel over soft or 
loamy areas, with exceptionally -----~ 
low bearing-pressure . Cleats, 
with hardwood pads, are bolted 
to the crawler shoes and are eas
ily installed-quickly detachable. 



THE ,UNIT FULL VIS· 
ION? CAB has superior 
d~S'ign that outdates all 
others - constructed to 
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NOTI the accessibility to motor and 
-clutclles l:Symeans otlhe convenient slid· 
inq side panels and the easily lifted top 
hood c:ovets. 
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Instrument Panel 
Power Dipper Trip Lever 
Hand Throttle 
Swing Lock 
Crawler Steering Lever 
Boom Hoist Lever 
Swing and Travel Lever 
Engine Clutch Lever 
(Lever 8 Not Used With 
Torque Converter) 

There's no other cab like 
it! You can tell it's a UNIT 
a mile away. Streamlined 
to the minute in design, 
without sacrificing head
room, weight. or capacity. 
Operator can see in all di
rections. Curved levers for 
easy operation and control. 
Front legs of A-frame and 
end connections are one
piece drop forgings. Shat
ter-proof Safety Glass is 
used throughout the entire 
cab. 

WINDOWS on both sides 
can be opened by sliding 
or cranking action. The 
double front window folds 
and slides up out of the 
way . 

9 Rear Drum Lever 

10 Front Drum, or Crowd 
Lever 

11 Swing, Travel and Boom 
Hoist Lever 

12 Rear Drum Brake Pedal 

13 Front Drum, or Crowd 
Brake Pedal 



BOOM HOIST IDING GEAR 

UNIT Split-drums and sprockets eliminates the slow, 
costly method of converting your Crane or Trenchoe 
over to Shovel attachment. Shafts and bearings re
main in place. Dismantling assemblies, or wrestling 
with heavy parts is no longer necessary with this 
new, time-saving feature. They're on, or off, in a 
jiffy- even in inexperienced hands. Drums and 
sprockets are precision machined and built • to give 
years of trouble-free service. 

SWING & 
TRACTION 
BEVEL GEARS 

Drums are mounted on 
large diameter shafts with 
short spans between bear
ings. There is little chance 
of deflection or end thrust, 
and bearing replacement 
is seldom necessary. 

SPLIT DRUM 
and SPROCKET 

Eutee4-tete «dt4 UN IT! 
MAIN MACHINERY 
e This one-piece cast gear case is an 
exclusive UNIT feature! All gears and 
shafts are completely enclosed in a con
stant flow of oil ... positive protection 
for all moving parts - no chance for 
dust or dirt to cause abrasive wear. 

e Bored for perfect alignment by a 
machine designed specifically for this 
accurate operation misalignment is 
impossible. 

e Self-lubricating ... this case elimi
nates the need for frequent greasing or 
adjustment. 

e All clutches are smooth operating, 
disc type, and completely interchange
able. Mounted on the higher speed 
countershafts instead of directly to drum 
shafts . . . a modern, approved engi
neering practice. 



CLUTCH SHAFT ASSEMBLY -Ail operating clutches on 
UNIT Cranes and Shovels are disc type and completely 
interchangeable. Engaging pressure is uniformly distrib
uted and maximum service is obtained from each friction 
disc. Engaging surfaces are flat and polished. Loads are 
picked up smoothly and evenly, withOut any tendency to 
grab or self-energize. 

POWER TAKE-OFF ASSEMBLY
This assembly, housing the main 
drive worm, and worm gear, offers 
positive protection against dirt or 
abrasives. The flow of power · is 
smoother . . . friction losses are 
lower. 
This power take-off assembly con
sists of a one piece, cast steel hous
ing, providing positive protection 
against dirt or abrasives. Accurately 
cut alloy steel worm and precision 
ground bronze worm gear operate in 
a bath of oil within this housing. 

POWER BOOM HOIST-This com
paci unit is built into the main 
machinery case. The drop forged 
steel worm and bronze gear run in 
a bath of oil, free from dust and 
dirt. · A . spring-loaded safety brake, 
mounted on the worm shaft, assists 
in holding the boom in position. 
Power is applied to raise or lower 
the boom. 

INDEPENDENT BOOM HOIST
A worm-type, independent boom 
hoist permits power raising and 
controlled lowering of boom at 
high speeds. Over three times 
faster than the standard boom 
hoist, it is entirely independent of 
any other operation. Equipped with 
safety brake, it is operated by disc 
clutches running in a constant bath 
of oil. 



THE "STRAIGHT-IN-LINE" MOUNTING of engine and 
M A C H 1 N E R y main machinery in every UNIT contributes substantially to 

the life, performance, and efficiency of the machine. Power 
is transmitted through a worm-driven power take-off, and 

the reduction from engine speed to main machinery is accomplished in just 
"one step." This simple method eliminates many wearing parts, minimizes 
friction losses, and prevents dissipation of power. This modern arrangement 

I N • L I N E fits compactly into smaller space, providing an extremely low overhead clear
ance with ample space on both sides of engine and main machinery. With 

.. M 0 U N 1' IN G this type of installation, weight is more evenly distributed, and all working 
parts operate in permanent alignment. This is standard mounting for Diesel 
or Gasoline engines. 

Both sides of engine and 
main machinery are readily 
accessible for all necessary 
adjustments. 



SERIES 

UNIT 357 MOBILE CRANE is self-propelled- Powered by 
ONE engine- Controlled and operated by ONE man - Short 
turning radius ideal for crowded yard operations - Air op
erated transmission- Hydraulic steering-Operates with speed 
and economy on or off the highway - 1/2 yard as excavator. 
See Bulletin No. L-302. 

UNIT 614 is a crawler mounted machine constructed to meet 
rigid demands. The operating and maintenance costs are ex

tremely low. It produces maximum yardage with economy. 
'12 yard as excavator- Crane capacity of 6 tons at a 12-foot 

radius . See Bulletin No. L-5001. 

UNIT 617 is a crawler mounted machine with extra long 
crawlers, wider shoes, auxiliary counterweight, and additional 
power. This machine provides perfect stability required for 

lifting, loading, and digging. See Bulletin No. L-6000. 

UNIT 1014 is a truck crane having a lifting capacity which 
exceeds 10 tons at a 10 foot radius and rated ~12 yard as an 
excavator. It has a road speed up to 32 m.p .h . with five speeds 
forward and one reverse, with an auxiliary transmission extend

ing the total speeds up to ten forward and two reverse . A 
separate engine powers the upper structure while the truck 

engine supplies power in a straight line through drive to the 

tandem rear axles. See Bulletin No. L-702. 

ALL MODELS CONVERTIBLE TO ALL 
ATTACHMENTS 

SHOVELS - DRAGLINE- CLAMSHELLS 
CRANES- TRENCHOES- MAGNETS 




